
Extended annual 
maximum
Unique solution for extended coverage

Humana group dental plans are offered by Humana Insurance Company, HumanaDental Insurance Company, 
Humana Insurance Company of New York, The Dental Concern, Inc., Humana Medical Plan of Utah, Humana Health 
Benefit Plan of Louisiana, CompBenefits Company, CompBenefits Insurance Company, CompBenefits Dental, Inc., 
Humana Employers Health Plan of Georgia, Inc. or  DentiCare, Inc. (d/b/a CompBenefits)

For Colorado: The Network Access Plan, which describes an access plan specific to your network, is available by calling 
your Humana customer service representative and requesting a copy.

Dental PPO plans are not offered in certain states.

   Call your Humana 
representative to 
find out more about 
this benefit option

Uniquely different from traditional rollover plans
•  No need to delay care
•  No paid claims thresholds
•  No dollars to roll over
•  No provider restrictions

•   No mandatory  
claims submissions

•   No need to track  
annual usage

Extended annual maximum advantages
•   Simple – all employees and their dependents have the same benefits
•   Easy – the plan is easy to describe and administer
•   Immediate – employees can use the benefit beginning day one
•   Available – included in all Traditional Preferred (Plus) and PPO plan groups of two or more
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With Humana’s extended annual maximum, 
employees won’t have to put off important 
dental care procedures for themselves or 
their covered dependents.
Extended annual maximum is available immediately after the 
annual maximum for a plan is reached, and there’s no cap on 
the dollars paid in a year. That’s an attractive advantage over 
traditional rollover options.

Extended annual maximum helps employees save money 
by ensuring they have access to network discounts and 30% 
coinsurance, even after they have reached their annual maximum. 
Employees can achieve and maintain their best health by getting 
dental care when it’s needed, before oral health issues may affect 
their overall health and well-being.

Plus, the extended annual maximum is a great way for groups and 
employees to buy down their annual maximum or coinsurance, or 
adjust plan deductibles and their out-of-network reimbursements.


